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Midterm: Responsible materials

- Readings from the Little SAS Book
  - All sections in chapter 1
  - All sections in chapter 2
  - All sections in chapter 3
  - Sections 4.1 to 4.10 in chapter 4
  - All sections in chapter 6
- Note that some of the materials were not covered in class or assignment, but you are responsible for anything covered in the required reading from the book
- Other materials
  - All class notes upto 3/8 (slides on the class website).
  - None of the articles are part of the midterm (except to the extent covered in class on the notes)

Questions

- Quizzes
- Assignments
- Labs

SAS Basics

- program/log/output
- libname
  - ;
  - setting up work environment
    - How you will use the software
    - How you will organize your files

What is a Variable?

- A user defined name to represent a piece of memory for storing evaluated value(s). A variable consists of 5 items
  - Name: How the user refers to variable. Understandable by both human and computer
  - Label: meaningful human friendly descriptions of the variable
  - Data Type: number or string (character=string of length 1)
    - How to interpret variable for data representation
  - Size: How much storage memory is needed to store data value
    - Can be inferred from data type
  - Value: Actual value associated with variable stored in memory
  - Storage location: Usually hidden from use by the interpreter or compiler
    - How the computer refers to a variable
  - For Our Purposes: Columns
    - Many variables. A column of variables

Variable naming rules

- Starts with a single letter or underscore followed by any number of letters, digits, or underscores.
  - Digits [0-9], Letters [a-zA-Z], Underscore ‘_’
- No special characters
- Small or Large does not matter in SAS
Formats

- Create using proc format
- Use Case 1: Labeling values
  - Assign using format statement (permanent, temporary)
  - Only used to interpret the value (e.g., printing, display)
- Use Case 2: Can be used to recode variables (know how different)
  - put(var, format)
  - new variable type? Value?

```
proc format:
  value gender data out;
  1= 'Male'
  2= 'Female'
  other = 'Missing';
```

Boolean expression evaluation

- X || (Y & X)
- X         Y      X||Y&X

SAS

- keywords
  - data, set, merge, obs, where, if, do, end, keep, drop, rename, label, in
  - array
  - proc
    - sort, print, summary, transpose, freq
- functions
  - put()
  - compress() / upcase()

Arrays

- Array n(*) n9-n23;
- Array a(*) $7. a11-a23;
- Name? n and a
- How many elements? N=15 a=13
- Type? N=number, a=string of length 7
- n15 index? 7

```
* Brute Force: Cut & Paste & Tweak
if cigever=1 then bcigever=1;
else if cigever=2 then bcigever=0;
if alocever=1 then balcever=1;
else if alocever=2 then balcever=0;
if cocever=1 then bcocever=1;
else if cocever=2 then bcocever=0;
if mjever=1 then bmjever=1;
else if mjever in (0,2) then bmjever=0;
* Using arrays is much more elegant and accurate;
array ever{4} cigever alocever cocever mjever;
array bever{4} bcigever balcever bcocever bmjever;
do i=1 to 4;
  if ever{1}=1 then bever{1}=1;
  else if ever{1} in (0,2) then bever{1}=0;
  end;
```

loops

- How many times?
- Do while (cond)
  - correct expression
### Table Operations:

**1 table → 1 table (reshaping)**
- **Proc Transpose**
  
  | 1 | 2 |
  | a | d |
  | b | e |
  | c | f |

  →

  | 1 | a | b | c |
  | 2 | d | e | f |

- **Proc Summary**

  | A | B | C |
  |   | D |

  Where D = \text{function}(A,B,C)

  Examples of function are:
  - Sum(A,B,C)
  - Mean(A,B,C)
  - Max(A,B,C)
  - Min(A,B,C)

### Table Operations:

**Multiple table → 1 table**
- **set (Append)**

  | Table A | Table B |

  →

  | Table A |

- **merge (link)**

  | Table A | Table B |

  →

  | Table A | Table B |

### Record Linkage

#### Inherent Nature of Real Data
- Data are expressed differently
  - nick names
  - Data change over time
  - person's last name
  - Data are not unique attributes
  - John Smith
  - Missing Data
  - ssn are often missing
  - Errors in Data
    - Rule of thumb: 5% error in administrative data

#### Record Linkage
- **When merging data**
  - Use numeric codes whenever possible
  - Remember to use uniform formatting
  - Use string functions to standardize variables
  - Check if the key provides unique rows
    - 1-to-1 or 1-to-N mapping
  - Pay attention to what rows link and what do not
  - Consider how many rows should link
    - Example: 20% expected 18% achieved
  - Validate by printing
    - Links made
    - Links not made

#### Common log messages
- **NOTE**: Variable yea is uninitialized
- **ERROR**: Array subscript out of range at line 45 column 3
- **NOTE**: MERGE statement has more than one data set with repeats of BY values.
- **ERROR**: BY variables are not properly sorted on data set WORK.FN
Assignment 1
- Setup work environment
- Use the SAS software
- SAS programming basics
  - data step & proc step
  - Libname (where is the folder with the data?)
  - Writing code & Reading logs

Assignment 2
- Understand variables (names, types, labels)
- To write conditional logic codes
- Subset columns (variables) from a table
- Subset rows (observations) from a table
- Recode, rename variables and calculate new variables
- Label variables and values

Assignment 3
- use for loops (iterative loops)
- use while loops (conditional loops)
- SAS: use one dimensional arrays

Assignment 4
- Concatenate multiple tables (more rows)
  - stack tables on top of each other to increase the number of rows
  - using `set`
  - Be sure to understand the different behavior given different situations (i.e. what happens to shared variables? What happens to not shared variables?)
- Link up multiple tables using a shared key (more columns)
  - align the rows using the shared key, and link multiple tables to increase the number of variables in the tables
  - using `merge`
  - Be sure to understand the different behavior given different situations (i.e. what happens to shared vars? What happens to not shared vars?)
  - What is a 1-to-1 link
  - What is a 1-to-N link
  - What is an N-to-N link (you will not be doing this, but need to understand what this is. This must be done with proc sql in SAS)

Assignment 4 continued
- Combine multiple rows into one row
  - by group processing `proc summary`
- Reshape table to flip rows & columns
  - using `proc transpose`
  - Also transpose (flip rows & columns) by groups or row

Midterm format (20%)
- 25 questions (about 2*25=50 points)
  - On E-Campus
  - multiple choice similar to quiz
  - Closed book
  - 9:10: 1hour
- 5 questions (50 points)
  - Open book / open notes / use SAS
  - Programming/debugging questions
  - submit by 5pm on E-Campus
Open Response:
Due noon in class (3/22)

- Write SAS code to (8*5=40pts)
  - Data Step 1
    - Q1.1 read in datasets X1..Xn and make new dataset Y
    - Q1.2 keep, rename, label variables v1-vn
    - Q1.3 code variable c1
    - Q1.4 use array and loops to recode variable c2
  - Proc Steps
    - Q2.5 convert dataset Y to dataset 2
    - Q2.6 find and show descriptive (avg/median/mode) (Must use SAS code)
  - Data Step 2
    - Q2.7 link in dataset L to dataset Y
    - Q2.8 print observations meeting condition (Must use SAS code)

- Typically few lines of code per question
- Submit code/log/output

- Debug the following code (10pts)
  - Fix the program to run properly
  - Submit code/log/output

- Extra Credit (10pts=2+3+5)
  - PART 3.1: Extra Credit
  - READ your assignment 2 (this is the first real program you submitted in class) that you submitted, and make is more elegant code now that you know more about coding.
  - Submit FOUR files, the regular sas (the more elegant code you wrote)/log/lst AND the code annotated with the changes you made and why (you can do this in word so that you can use formatting, such as bold/color, to annotate.

******** Section 1: First Data Step ********:
code

  - Q1.1:
code
  - Q1.2:
code

******** Section 2: Proc Steps ********:
code

  - Q2.7:
code

******** Section 3: Second Data Step ********:

This week

- Friday Lab
  - Cancelled since midterm went out